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The basic component used for making electrical connections in a wide
array of electronic equipment is the pin receptacle. The Mill-Max pin
receptacle provides a highly reliable, low resistance electrical path to terminate
the pins of a device or discrete wires to a PCB or other mating apparatus such
as cables, modules or other pins and wires. Assembled into sockets i.e. DIP, SIP,
PGA, etc. or used discretely, receptacles make devices and modules pluggable
for repair and replacement. The machined shell or housing of pin receptacles
is available in various styles depending on the application, e.g. low profile,
elevated, press-fit, SMT. The terminal end of pin receptacles has many variations:
a round solder tail, a press-fit tail, a surface mount base, crimp barrel, soldercup,
swage feature or no tail.
Inside every Mill-Max receptacle is a contact clip. A contact clip is a conductive,
multi-finger, progressive die stamping. The standard material is beryllium
copper and for high temperature applications, beryllium nickel is used. Both
materials are heat treated to achieve optimal spring characteristics & durability.
The contact clip engages, scores and holds the mated pin making an electrical
and gas tight connection at 3, 4 or 6 points of contact, depending on the
selected contact. Mill-Max receptacles are capable of 1,000 minimum insertion/
extraction cycles for a broad range of applications. Mating pin size, shape and
finish, along with application specific variables, will affect the life of a contact.
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Mill-Max currently offers over 39 styles of contacts to engage pins from .008” to
.102” in diameter. A convenient contact selector chart is located on page 248
showing the different specifications of each contact.
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Pin receptacles can be utilized as discrete connectors for the plugging and
unplugging of components on PC boards. They can be utilized individually or
in random arrays where the usage is small. They can be handled and loaded
manually in preparation for soldering or, with a different style shell, for pressfitting. When the requirement is for volume placement of receptacles, socket
carriers or tape and reel packaging are tremendous labor-saving solutions for
our customers.
In addition to the products found on the following pages, Mill-Max offers the
following stock materials and diameters available for manufacture:
BRASS Alloys 360/385: .062/.072/.078/.093/.125/.156/.187/.250 diameters
PHOSPHOR BRONZE Alloy 544: .062/.072/.078 diameters
TELLURIUM COPPER Alloy 145: .079/.093/.125/.156 diameters
Mill-Max will gladly quote application specific products. Please complete the
specification sheet on page 247 or send us your own drawings. We assure you
a fast response.
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